SAAC Minutes

September, 16th, 2012

1) Attendance Noted.

2) Course manager luncheon
   - Current issues and updates were discussed
   - Jeremy Roesler suggested that stickers be put on the tail of aircraft to facilitate aircraft location.
   - Wilderness awareness course to be filmed and uploaded so that student become aware of standard procedures in an emergency.
   - Significant progress and improved performance on flight lab template.

3) SAAC Skyward
   - First issue was distributed for September Fall 2012
   - Next issue will include more internships reflection by students, trivia questions, safety topics, currents issues and much more.

4) SAAC Website
   - SAAC website is scheduled to be up and running by the ending of September
   - Template is already set.

Upcoming Events: subject to change

- Faculty Luncheon-September 28th, 2012
- Dean's Forum and State of Industry-October 24th, 2012
- SAAC Trip
- Dinner with the dean.